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The purpose of this report is to seek input and feedback from the Jetties Subcommittee on
possible charging options for commercial users of Stewart Island/Rakiura jetties. This report
seeks a recommendation from the Jetties Subcommittee on its preferred charging approach,
which will be reported to a committee of Council in the new triennium, and used to help form
the basis for an approach that is fair and reasonable to jetty users.
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Council currently issues licences to non-recreational users of Stewart Island/Rakiura jetties,
which allows the licensees to use the jetties for commercial purposes. In 2017, the Jetties
Subcommittee raised that a new charging regime based on patronage might be more appropriate.
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This report is about establishing the mechanism for how a fee is charged, rather than deciding the
amount of the fee, which will be discussed at a later stage. Council recognises that jetties have
both public and private use. This is taken into account when Council determines appropriate
funding sources.

4

After considering the legal requirements on how jetties are funded, staff have identified five
potential charging options. The options identified are:








option 1 - an annual fee based on vessel tonnage
option 2 - an annual fee based on passenger numbers
option 3 - a fee based on the number of visits to Council administered jetties (or particular
jetties)
option 4 - a fee based on both vessel tonnage and the number of visits to Council
administered jetties (or particular jetties)
option 5 - the status quo (a licence fee charged annually for each vessel).

5

It is important that any charging method is highly practical. It needs to be administratively simple,
easy to enforce, cost effective, and Council needs to be able to charge the fee without relying on
an agreement or information from commercial operators. Council also needs to be able to prove
any fee it charges is accurate.
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Staff would like to receive feedback on the options, and ask the Subcommittee to recommend a
preferred option.

7

Following on from this meeting, staff will write a report to the Stewart Island/Rakiura
Community Board, to keep them informed and to receive feedback. Staff will then undertake
informal consultation with key stakeholders, discussing the possibility of a new charging regime.
All of the feedback received will be incorporated into a report presented to a committee of
Council. It is anticipated that any new charging regime and fee would be proposed in the 2021-

2031 Long Term Plan that will be consulted on in February/March 2021. This plan will come
into effect on 1 July 2021.
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On Stewart Island/Rakiura, Council administers Fred’s Camp Jetty, Little Glory Jetty, Millers
Beach Jetty, Port William Jetty and Ulva Island Jetty. It is anticipated that the Golden Bay Wharf
will also be transferred into Council ownership in the near future. In this report, these facilities
are collectively referred to as the jetties.
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Council currently issues licences to non-recreational users of Stewart Island/Rakiura jetties,
allowing licensees the non-exclusive use of the jetties for embarkation and disembarkation of
passengers and for the loading and unloading of goods. The licence fee is currently $1,350 (GST
inclusive), and this is charged annually for each vessel used by the licensee, in accordance with
their licence. The licences currently held were issued in 2014 and the term of the licences is ten
years. The licence agreements can be terminated upon notice. When notice is given, the
agreement will expire on 31 October following the giving of notice.
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In 2017, the Stewart Island/Rakiura Jetties Subcommittee outlined that they wanted to change
this approach to be more in line with a user-pays regime based on patronage.

11

Staff presented a report to the board and to the Jetties Subcommittee on 10 December 2018. The
outcome of the meetings were that the board and the Jetties Subcommittee endorsed staff
undertaking work with the Jetties Subcommittee to investigate, identify and implement a practical
and fair user pays regime for non-recreational jetty usage. They also requested that Council
approve unbudgeted expenditure of $20,000, to be funded from reserves or from a loan, from
the Jetties Subcommittee.
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On 6 March 2019, Council endorsed proceeding with the work, and approved $20,000 of
unbudgeted expenditure to be funded from the Jetties Subcommittee general reserves.

13
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Content of this report
This report seeks to identify an appropriate charging method to set a fee for commercial users of
Council administered jetties on Stewart Island/Rakiura.
At this stage, more information is required before Council can analyse what an appropriate fee
for commercial jetty usage should be. A number of pieces of work are currently being undertaken
or are anticipated, that relate to the jetties. These include:








the Stewart Island/Rakiura sustainability review
the review of the Stewart Island/Rakiura visitor levy
clarity on any redevelopment of the Ulva and Golden Bay jetties, including the level of
service that will be provided and any associated costs
the review of the Revenue and Financing Policy (this involves applying legislation and
considering appropriate funding sources for the jetties activity, for example considering
whether district or local funding, fees and charges, grants etc are appropriate)
determining jetty maintenance costs (including on any jetties that are redeveloped).

Council will be in a position to determine an appropriate fee for commercial jetty use when these
work streams are complete. If a new charging regime and fee are proposed, these will be
consulted on as part of the 2021-2031 Long Term Plan, and this plan will come into effect on 1
July 2021.
15

Options identified
A number of options have been identified on how Council could charge commercial users of
jetties. These options have been developed taking into consideration section 101 of the Local
Government Act 2002, which outlines what Council must consider when it is determining how
to meet its funding needs. The options are:



option 1 - an annual fee based on vessel tonnage
option 2 - an annual fee based on passenger numbers






option 3 - a fee based on the number times a commercial user visits Council administered
jetties (or particular jetties)
option 4 - a fee based on both vessel tonnage and the number of visits to Council jetties
option 5 - the status quo (a licence fee charged annually for each vessel).
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Any charging method selected will have to be administratively simple, cost effective, easy to
enforce and Council needs to be able to charge the fee without relying on an agreement or
information from commercial operators. Council also needs to be able to prove that any fee it
charges is accurate/valid.
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Under the current jetty licencing contracts, agreement has been reached between the licensee and
Council on a number of factors, such as how the jetties can be used, provisions to look after the
environment, and provisions on damage and liability. Under the first four charging options
outlined above, Council would not be entering into a contract with the commercial users, so
other informal or formal rules would have to be established regarding jetty usage.

18

Option 1 - An annual fee based on tonnage
For this option, each commercial vessel that uses Council jetties would pay an annual fee based
on the tonnage of the vessel. There would be different tiers of boat weight, and vessels in each
tier would be charged a specific annual fee. For example:
TABLE 1 – ANNUAL FEE BASED ON
TONNAGE
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VESSEL WEIGHT
(TONNES)

Annual fee

<10

$X

10-20

$X

>20

$X

The boats using Council jetties and their tonnage, could be identified through discussions with
commercial operators. If necessary, Council would estimate a fee.
Option 2 - An annual fee based on passenger numbers
For this option, commercial users would pay an annual fee based on the number of passengers
(per round trip, or a one way trip if the passengers were just being dropped off and not picked up
again) they carry annually to Council jetties, on any of their vessels. This could also be done by
having a range of passenger numbers, and commercial operators would be charged an annual fee
based on the range their passenger numbers fall in. For example:
TABLE 2 – ANNUAL FEE BASED ON
PASSENGER NUMBERS
ANNUAL PASSENGER
NUMBERS

Annual fee

<1000

$X

TABLE 2 – ANNUAL FEE BASED ON
PASSENGER NUMBERS
1001-2000

$X

2001-3000

$X

3001-4000

$X

>4001

$X
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The passenger numbers carried by each user would be ascertained through discussions with
commercial operators. If necessary, Council would estimate a fee.

22

The Jetties Subcommittee suggested that commercial users could provide information on the
number of passengers carried to Council jetties from their manifests/logbooks. It was suggested
that the commercial users then could be charged a fee per passenger. There are difficulties with
this charging approach. Council’s legal advisor was not aware of any way to require a commercial
operator to provide information on their passenger numbers to Council, if the commercial
operator did not wish to do so.
Option 3 – A fee based on the number times a commercial user visits Council administered
jetties (or particular jetties)

23

For this option, commercial users could pay a fee for the number of visits they make to Council
administered jetties. If a vessels berths at (parks alongside/ties up to) a Council administered
jetty, it would be measured as one count. There are two ways this fee could be structured.
AN ANNUAL FEE

24

Firstly, there could be an annual fee to a commercial user, based on the number of visits the
commercial user is making to Council jetties. A range of visits could be provided, such as those
shown below.
TABLE 3 - AN ANNUAL FEE BASED ON VISITS TO
COUNCIL JETTIES
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NUMBER OF VISITS TO
COUNCIL JETTIES

Annual fee

<1000

$X

1001-2000

$X

2001-3000

$X

>3001

$X

An estimate of the number of times a commercial user visits a Council administered jetty could
be ascertained through discussions with commercial operators. If necessary, Council would
estimate the fee.

PERIODIC FEE BASED ON ACTUAL VISITS
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As an alternative to charging an annual fee, a sensor system could be used and commercial users
could pay a periodic fee based on their actual jetty visits. For example, a commercial user might
be charged $1.00 for each jetty they visit.
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Council is aware of sensor technology that could electronically monitor if a vessel has berthed at
a Council jetty. This sensor system would work by there being a sensor on the jetty, and also a
small sensor on the commercial user’s boat. The sensor on the jetty would register a count if the
sensor on the boat came within a close proximity. This sensor system could be placed at all
jetties, or at particular jetties. This type of sensor system requires internet coverage. Commercial
users would have to agree to have sensors on their boats.

28

Option 4 - A fee based on vessel tonnage and visits to Council jetties
Under this option, commercial users would pay a fee for visits to Council jetties, and the fee
would relate to the weight of their vessels. This option could be structured as an annual fee or a
periodic fee based on actual visits, as is shown below.
ANNUAL FEE

TABLE 4 – AN ANNUAL FEE BASED ON TONNAGE AND
ESTIMATED VISITS
Number of visits

VESSEL
<10
WEIGHT
(TONNES) 10-20
>20

<1000

10012000

20013000

>3001

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

$X

PERIODIC FEE

TABLE 5 – A PERIODIC FEE BASED ON ACTUAL
VISITS
VESSEL WEIGHT
(TONNES)
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Charge per visit

<10

$X

10-20

$X

>20

$X

Option 5 - The status quo – a licence fee charged annually for each vessel
As is outlined above, Council currently issues licences to non-recreational users of the jetties,
allowing licensees the non-exclusive use of Council administered jetties. The licence fee is

currently $1,350 (including GST), and this is charged annually for each vessel used by the
licensee, in accordance with their licence. Council does have the option of continuing this
charging approach.

30

Under section 101(3) of the Local Government Act 2002, Council must meet its funding needs
for each activity following consideration of factors including who is benefitting, the period over
which any benefit will occur, and whether the actions of a particular group contribute towards to
need to undertake the activity. Council is also required to consider the overall impact of any
allocation of liability for revenue needs on the current and future social, economic,
environmental, and cultural well-being of the community.

31

Legal advice has been obtained on how to create the legal mechanism for collection and
enforcement, if Council was to introduce one of the new charging regimes outlined above. The
advice received has outlined that the most practical way to set a fee for commercial jetty usage is
through the fees/charges section in its annual plan. In setting a fee in the annual plan, Council
would have to ensure:


•

the charge is fair and reasonable based on the use of the jetties
jetty resource consent conditions allow for a charge to commercial users
the charge does not ‘double dip’ (commercial users are not charged for amounts that will
also be funded from other sources).

32

Structuring the charge through fees/charges is the most practical way to set the fee as Council
could recover charges as a debt in the District Court. If a fee was set in a bylaw and a commercial
operator did not pay the required fee, it would be a criminal offence requiring prosecution.
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Legal advice suggested that the charging approach should be based on jetty usage, but that the
charge could be further categorised based on the predicted costs to Council from users.
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Other than ensuring that Council doesn’t ‘double dip’, no ‘red flags’ have been identified in
regards to the interaction between the Stewart Island/Rakiura Visitor Levy Bylaw and a new
charging regime for commercial jetty use.

35

Community views on this matter will be sought in an informal consultation process, after a
preferred option or options are identified. People will also have the opportunity to give their
views by making a formal submission if a new fee is proposed in a draft annual plan or long term
plan.
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Council is aware of some community views on this matter. Research completed on the Stewart
Island Wharfing Provision, by consultant Sandra James in 2017, investigated community views on
jetties on Stewart Island/Rakiura and identified:





that local users understood the need to pay for their use of the jetties
that there was a need for long term strategic planning rather than a reactionary approach to
jetties
that there was unanimous agreement that the jetties should be self-funding and not a burden
on rate payers alone



a new funding strategy should be investigated, with funding from multiple sources, that is
fair and equitable.
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It can be anticipated that if a new charging regime requires the current licensees to pay more to
use jetties, then they would expect that there will be a commensurate improvement in the service
that they are receiving. This would include, for example, an improved maintenance and renewals
regime.
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It can also be expected that if the amount paid to use Council administered jetties increases,
whether or not the level of service has improved, this will not be well received well by some
people, and it may be seen as not facilitating local businesses.
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A copy of the long term plan budget for the jetties activity on Stewart Island/Rakiura is included
with this report as Attachment A. Income for the jetties activity is budgeted to come from
licencing fees and interest on reserves. Other possible income sources may be grants, such as
from the visitor levy or central government grants. The jetties activity is locally funded but in this
financial year there is no local rating for the renewal and maintenance of the jetties. Expenses for
the activity include insurance, maintenance, depreciation and internal interest.
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If Golden Bay jetty is transferred to Council ownership, and both Golden Bay and Ulva Island
jetties are replaced, it is likely a loan will be required to partially fund these renewals. Servicing
this loan would substantially increase the annual expenditure for the jetties activity.

41

Council recognises that jetties have both public and private use. This is taken into account when
Council determines appropriate funding sources.

42

It is important that the jetties on Stewart Island/Rakiura are managed strategically. Council has
been undertaking work to review the strategic challenges associated with delivering Council
services on Stewart Island/Rakiura. Part of this work includes understanding current and desired
future levels of service, investigating available funding tools and looking at future costs relating to
delivering Council services on the island. In relation to this work investigating a new charging
regime, the review is likely to help inform the amount that should be charged for commercial
jetty use.

43

Council supports the Southland Regional Development Strategy that has an objective of
removing obstacles to doing business in Southland. Measures can be taken to facilitate an ease of
doing business in regards to a developing a changing regime, such as making the regime
administratively simple for commercial operators, and ensuring any fee is fair and reasonable.
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People operating commercial vessels on Stewart Island/Rakiura may also pay other fees or levies.
These include:





a marine levy to Environment Southland
collecting $1.00 from each passenger who travels to Ulva Island (this is then passed on to the
Ulva Island Charitable Trust)
a concession fee to the Department of Conservation (for operators who take visitors on
guided trips).
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The following reasonably practicable options have been identified for charging commercial users
of Council administered jetties.
Option 1 – An annual fee based on vessel tonnage of each commercial boat that will use
the jetties



takes into account the distribution of benefit
received from the wharf as heavier vessels
are able to carry more passengers/goods, so
may benefit more



heavier vessels may not always benefit
more from having access to the jetties than
lighter vessels – for example a heavy vessel
may not use the jetties very often



takes into account that heavier vessels may
contribute more to the need to undertake
the activity as heavier vessels may cause
more damage to the jetties than light vessels



heavier vessels may not always cause more
damage to the jetties than lighter vessels –
damage can also relate to how vessels are
berthed and the frequency of use



an annual fee would be administratively easy
for Council. Council would be able to collect
charges cost effectively and encourage
payment and compliance.



Council would need monitoring in place to
be able to validate that vessels were using
Council jetties – there would be costs
associated with setting up this monitoring



the exact cost of implementing this option
is not known



Council may have to estimate tonnage if a
commercial operator did not provide it,
which would take up staff time and may
not be accurate



may not be supported by some people
affected by or interested in this matter



this charging mechanism would not put in
place any rules about how the jetties could
be used.

Option 2 – An annual fee based on passenger numbers



takes into account benefit as vessels that
carry more passengers are likely to have
more commercial benefit from the jetties



takes into account that vessels that carry
more passengers may contribute more to the
need to provide/maintain jetties – may be
associated with heavier vessels that may do
more damage when berthing, more foot
traffic/wear and tear etc.



may not properly take into account benefit
– for example other goods might be
carried, or there may be more benefit
received by carrying staff to work (to
marine farms etc) than carrying tourists



passenger numbers may not be directly
related to the need to provide/maintain
jetties – eg damage may be more closely
linked to boat weight and jetty use



an annual fee would be administratively easy
for Council. Council would be able to collect
charges cost effectively and encourage
payment and compliance.



Council would need monitoring in place to
be able to validate that vessels were using
Council jetties, and that Council was
charging an accurate fee (such as a webcam,
which would be an onerous way to validate
passenger numbers). There would also be a
costs associated with setting up the
monitoring



the exact cost of implementing this option
is not known



Council may have to estimate passenger
numbers if a commercial operator didn’t
provide them, which would take up staff
time and may not be accurate



may be over-complicating - the weight of a
vessel may serve as a rough proxy for the
number of passengers carried



may not be supported by some people
affected by or interested in this matter



this charging mechanism would not put in
place any rules about how the jetties could
be used.

Option 3 - A fee based on the number of visits to Council administered jetties (or particular
jetties)



may take into account benefit as vessels that
visit the jetties frequently may receive a lot
of benefit



vessels that frequently visit the jetties may
contribute more to the need to
provide/maintain jetties than vessels who
visit less often



this is a user pays approach, which is
generally supported by residents/ratepayers



if this option is structured as an annual fee, it
would be administratively easy for Council.
Council would be able to collect charges cost
effectively and encourage payment and
compliance



a sensor system would enable Council to
clearly ascertain when Council jetties are
being used, and Council would be able to



the frequency of berthing may not be
closely related to the damage caused – the
weight of the vessel and how it is berthed
may be more closely related



vessels that berth more frequently may not
benefit more than those who berth less
frequently (a commercial user with a large
boat who berths once may benefit more
than a small vessel berthing frequently



Council would need monitoring in place to
be able to validate that vessels were using
Council jetties, and that it was charging an
accurate fee (such as a webcam or sensor).
There would be costs associated with
setting up this monitoring



the exact cost of implementing this option
is not known

charge an accurate fee, and validate a fee that
has been issued.



Council would have to estimate annual visit
numbers if a commercial operator didn’t
provide them, which would take up staff
time and may not be accurate



if this option is structured as a periodic fee
it would be more of an administrative
burden on Council, and may not be as
effective as an annual fee at encouraging
payment and compliance



if this option is structured as a periodic fee,
the funding generated may not be known in
advance, which may make long term
planning more difficult



may not be supported by some people
affected by or interested in this matter



this charging mechanism would not put in
place any rules about how the jetties could
be used.

Option 4 – A fee based on both vessel tonnage and the number of visits to Council jetties



may take into account benefit as heavy
vessels and vessels that visit jetties often are
likely to benefit more from the jetties than
other vessels



takes into account that vessels that are
heavier and visit the jetties often may
contribute more to the need to
provide/maintain jetties



if this option is structured as an annual fee, it
would be easier to administer than a periodic
fee. Council would be able to collect charges
cost effectively and encourage payment and
compliance



a sensor system would enable Council to
clearly ascertain when Council jetties are
being used, and Council would be able to
charge an accurate fee, and validate a fee that
has been issued.



may not be closely related to the damage
caused – how a vessel is berthed may be
more closely related



may not accurately take into account the
benefit received by accessing the jetties



this option requires two inputs, which
makes it slightly harder to administer



Council would need monitoring in place to
be able to validate that vessels were using
Council jetties, and that it was charging an
accurate fee (such as a webcam or sensor).
There would be costs associated with
setting up this monitoring



the exact cost of implementing this option
is not known



Council would have to estimate annual visit
numbers and tonnage if a commercial
operator didn’t provide them, which would
take up staff time and may not be accurate



if this option is structured as a periodic fee,
the funding generated would not be known

in advance, which may make long term
planning more difficult


may not be supported by some people
affected by or interested in this matter



this charging mechanism would not put in
place any rules about how the jetties could
be used.

Option 5 - The status quo (a licence fee charged annually for each vessel)



known by the commercial operators



there are contractual terms about how the
jetties can be used, and about who will pay
for damage etc



to an extent takes into account the benefit
received and damage being undertaken by
commercial jetty users (by charging them a
specific fee that isn’t charged to other
ratepayers)



does take into account that some
commercial users may be benefitting more
and contributing more to the need to
undertake the activity, by charging for each
boat operating (rather than for each
operator)



easy to administer – no inputs. Council can
collect charges cost effectively and
encourage payment and compliance



there would be no cost to set up monitoring
etc.



may not properly take into account benefit
– for example the owners of vessels that
carry a large number of passengers may be
receiving more benefit from the jetties than
owners with smaller vessels (who pay the
same amount).



does not take into account that heavier
vessels or vessels using the jetties more
frequently may contribute more to the need
to undertake the jetty activity



may not be supported by some people
affected by or interested in this matter



all commercial users may not be paying the
fee.
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The matters discussed and recommendation sought in this report, have not been assessed as
being significant in relation to the Local Government Act 2002 and Council’s Significance and
Engagement Policy.

47

Staff believe that the Subcommittee should recommend option four, an annual fee based on
tonnage and visit numbers, to a committee of Council. Staff recommend this option as it best
takes into account (and charges an appropriate fee to) the commercial users receiving the most
benefit from, and potentially contributing the most to the need to provide, Council administered
jetties. Staff are aware that this option is not the easiest option to administer, and that it would
also require there to be monitoring in place to validate any fee charged.
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The proposed next steps for this work are as follows:
DATE

TASK

NOVEMBER 2019

A report will be presented to the Stewart Island/Rakiura Community
Board informing it of the recommendations made by this
Subcommittee, and seek feedback

2020

Staff, in collaboration with the Jetties Subcommittee, will discuss with
key stakeholders the possibility of a new charging regime
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2020

A report will be presented to a committee of Council outlining the
feedback received from the Subcommittee, the board and key
stakeholders. The committee will make recommendations to Council

2020

Council will consider a new charging method and fee, and may
endorse them to be included in the draft Long Term Plan

FEB/MARCH 2021 Staff will consult on any proposed charging mechanism and fee, in the
draft Long Term Plan

⇩

